Gradual increment/decrement of isometric force modulates soleus stretch reflex response in humans.
We investigated how a gradual isometric force-increment and -decrement task modulates the behavior of a soleus stretch reflex. Six healthy subjects performed isometric plantar-flexion torque exertion tasks in which they adjusted the torque level to a target changing triangularly (3 s/cycle; the amplitude is 15% of maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVC)) or to constant targets (3.75, 7.5, and 11.25% of MVC). The magnitude of the short latency stretch reflex evoked by dorsi-flexing mechanical perturbation was strongly modulated by the muscle contraction states; it was the largest and the smallest for the torque-increment and -decrement phases, respectively. On the other hand, within each muscle contraction, the magnitude was independent of the torque level. Similar results were observed for the medium latency stretch reflex. These results indicate that when the central nervous system increases or decreases the muscular force, it simultaneously regulates the sensitivity of the stretch reflex.